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The Greenwich Post Office is centrally located within the Greenwich
shopping/business district on a wedge shaped site bounded by Greenwich and
Arch Streets which intersect in front of the building to form a small
triangular town park featuring a war memorial obelisk surrounded by well
maintained planting beds, shrubbery, walkways, and established trees. The
concave main facade of this wedge shaped building along with a free standing
flag pole centered in the front plaza acts as backdrop for the war memorial
oteeiiisk to create a 'visually spacious pedestrian plaza despite its
relatively: small area. The sides of the building fan out parallel to the
streetecllnesfHand^turn in at right angles at the rear of the building, to a
1936 extension (workroom and loading dock) which is well set back from both
street lines.
Consisting of one high story plus full basement, this building is
constructed with light buff colored rough textured brick in common bond, on
a brick foundation, trimmed in stone with a flat built up roof on a
structure of steel and wood framing. Designed in a neo-classical style, the
front main entrance consists of six corinthian columns framing a recessed
entrance loggia, and supporting a moulded stone entablature which carries
around the entire building. This is topped by five open balustrades above
the concave facade which continues around the other facades as a brick
masory parapet wall. The walls flanking the loggia feature recessed stone
niches and contain circular entrance vestibules (no longer used). The front
entrance lobby wall and side walls have high monumental windows framed with
decorative classical column pilasters.
The lobby is high, spacious, follows the curve of the front loggia and
features brown and white terrazzo floors with red and white marble borders
and black marble baseboards. Walls are white painted plaster and wood trim
with classical moulding and ornamentation.
A wall mural depicting the founding of Greenwich, by artist Victoria Hutson
Hutley of West Cornwall, CT., in 1939, is located on the left side of the
lobby but is difficult to view due to an office extension into the lobby.
Another mural which was removed due to an extension of the service counter
area into the lobby on the right side, has aparently been lost. The lobby
also contains newer fluorescent lighting and an aluminum entrance vestibule,
cut into the center window. Outside lighting has been added to the front
loggia, although the original large hung decorative lanterns still remain.
The 1936 rear addition is well integrated in materials and details with the
original building, and visually hidden due to its setback from the street.
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Architecture
The Greenwich Post Office was designed in 1915, a time of transition from
the design policies of James Knox Taylor (Supervising Architect of the
Treasury through 1912) and Oscar Wenderoth (1913 to 1914) in which
government buildings were basically treated as individual projects; to a new
policy initiated the following year under Acting Supervising Architect,
James Wetmore, whose building types were standardized for use in many
communities.
This building appears to be one of the final projects, reflecting the
original policy of individual design and Neo-Classical details favored by
James Taylor which were intended as monuments to bring Federal ideas and
sophisticated architecture to small communities.
This building is a good example of symmetrical Neo-Classical styling,
proportion and ornament and retains all of its original exterior appearance
(expect for the new aluminum entrance doors and light fixtures).
The Post Office is one of three important historic buildings facing the
intersection of the town center to form a municipal focus for Greenwich; the
others being a Victorian former Havemeyer building, a neo-classical school.
Other structure completing the center are predominantly two and three story
commercial blocks of Neo-Classioal design. The excellent condition of most
buildings, attractive landscaping, and restrained signage contribute to the
historic and architectural cohesiveness of the downtown district.
The unique plan of the Post Office Building in adapting to the triangular
site and its unified planning with the adjacent war memorial park is an
inspired example of urban design.
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